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Green Room Burgers & Beer 

"Beef & Suds"

There is almost nothing better than a great burger and a nicely crafted

beer. Here at the Green Room, guests will definitely find both. The burger

and fries menu has some interesting variations, try the Fiddler Fries made

with jalapeno, bacon, cheese and a fried egg alongside the 'Dubbel

Dubliner', a beef behemoth served on a pumpernickel bun. In addition to

the delicious burger combos, the beer is equally phenomenal with at least

six different rotating beers on tap throughout the week.

 +1 816 216-7682  www.greenroomkc.com/  4010 Pennsylvania Avenue, Kansas

City MO
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Charlie Hooper's 

"Great Burgers & Cheap Drinks"

With the laidback ambiance of a dive bar, but with the cleanliness and

quality food of a nice restaurant, Charlie Hooper’s is one of the most

comfortable bars in Kansas City. It’s a good place to watch the game, or

just relax with friends. They have daily drink specials (over 100 beers

available) and food specials, including the exciting Dog Day, where you

can choose from a variety of gourmet hot dogs. One thing that makes

them unique is their all-seasons patio, complete with TVs. Catering and

event space are available.

 +1 816 363 4304  www.charliehoopers.com/  charliehoopers@sbcglobal.

net

 12 West 63rd Street, Kansas

City MO
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Hayes Hamburgers and Chili 

"Burgers and Chili"

Located on Northeast Vivion Road, Hayes Hamburgers and Chili is a

friendly neighborhood diner that specializes in burgers and other

breakfast food items. Operating since 1955, this veteran dining

establishment serves hungry patrons any time of the day and night. With a

24 hours breakfast menu and a decent variety of burgers and fries, this

place also offers traditional American diner desserts including pie

alamode. From the cozy seating options to their quality food and service,

Hayes successfully captures that hometown feel and provides an

enjoyable dining experience.

 +1 816 453 5575  2502 North East Vivion Road, Kansas City MO

https://www.pexels.com/photo/food-drink-meal-beer-59071/
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Side Pockets 

"Hipsters' Hangout"

Owned and operated by Keith Robinson, Side Pockets is a popular local

sports bar that was established in 1993. The bar has become one of the

favorite hangouts for locals and tourists alike. The bar has a casual and

lively ambiance. Come in with your friends to cheer for your home team,

even as you binge on to succulent burgers and delicious wings. Guzzle

down your favorite concoction or order for a chilled glass of beer. Pool

games and dart boards are available for play.

 +1 816 455 9900  600 Northwest Englewood Road, Kansas City MO
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